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Abstract
Technologies differ in their scopes of applications. The types of knowledge a country possesses have important implications on its growth. This paper develops a multi-sector model
of innovation, trade and growth, in which knowledge in one sector is applicable to innovation
in another sector in various degrees and a country’s composition of knowledge is endogenously
determined. We find that lower trade costs improve aggregate innovation efficiency through the
within-country allocation of R&D towards sectors with higher knowledge applicability, demonstrating a “composition effect”. We construct measures quantifying the sectoral knowledge
applicability using cross-sector patent citations. Based on this index, we present cross-country
evidence that broadly supports the model’s implications.
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Introduction

Long-run economic growth is accompanied and fueled by technological advances. New knowledge
creation is often built on prior knowledge from various areas. While some knowledge can be readily
adapted to make new products in many other sectors, others are limited in their scope of application.
When the interconnections between knowledge from different sectors are intrinsically asymmetric,
it is not just the amount of knowledge capital a country possesses that matters for growth, but
also its composition of knowledge. The latter, however, has been largely absent from the growth
literature, especially in theoretical models.
This paper incorporates such a network of knowledge complementarities across sectors into a
model of innovation, trade and growth, and develops a tractable framework where a country’s
composition of knowledge is endogenously determined. The framework is useful to analyze (a)
the role of external trade environment in directing the allocation of R&D resources and shaping a
country’s knowledge composition, and (b) the channels through which the knowledge composition
affects growth. Lower trade costs—besides leading to more trade as in conventional models—
improve aggregate innovation efficiency and long-term growth through the within-country allocation
of R&D investment towards sectors with higher knowledge spillovers. We then present crosscountry evidence that broadly supports the model’s implications. First, we use data on cross-sector
patent citations as an empirical proxy for intersectoral knowledge complementarity, and construct
a quantitative measure of ‘knowledge applicability’ for each sector. Based on this measure, we show
that countries that are geographic remote (higher trade costs) tend to export disproportionately
less in highly knowledge applicable sectors. A country’s initial knowledge applicability (as revealed
through its exports) is also found to bear a statistically and economically significant relationship
to subsequent growth differences.
Understanding the economic forces driving a country’s composition of knowledge and its implications for growth is informative about the efficacy of policy interventions. Traditional trade
theory argues that welfare is maximized when countries specialize in sectors that they can produce
relatively less costly. Yet, it is also understood that in the presence of intersectoral externality,
goods with large positive externality may be under-developed as the spillovers to the whole economy is not reflected in their own profitability. It has been long debated whether growth-promoting
industrial policies should foment sectors with likely externalities.1 The existing empirical evidence
is, however, mixed. Producing technologically sophisticated goods appears to offer growth benefits
1

It is captured by the debate over the comparative advantage defying strategies (Lin 2009, 2010), referring to
government-led industrial policies that direct resources to technologically sophisticated industries without paying
attention to their existing comparative advantages. It is based on the observation that economies that are more
complex than their level of income would suggest have a tendency to catch up with a spurt of rapid growth.
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according to Hausmann, Hwang and Rodrik (2007), and producing goods that have strong synergy
with each other and are “close” to potential new products in the product space improves growth in
Hidalgo, Klinger, Barasasi and Hausmann (2007), Hausmann and Klinger (2007) and Kali, Reys,
McGee and Shirrell (2012). Lederman and Maloney (2012) and Wang, Wei and Wong (2010), on
the other hand, provide a dissenting view after considering other omitted variables or alternative
characterizations of a country’s product structure.
The dispute perhaps is an outcome of the following factors. First, it is difficult to establish
causality using the commonly adopted regression-based approaches. After all, growth may actually drive structural changes and provides the means to promote sectors with larger externalities.
Second, it is difficult to examine general equilibrium effects of changing technology mix using these
approaches. Lastly, it is difficult to categorize sectors and identify those with large externalities in
the data. The prevailing approach adopts outcome-based indicators to indirectly infer the interconnections between sectors (and hence, their externalities). For example, previous studies mentioned
above assume that two industries have synergy if they are frequently exported together by the same
country. The network resulting from this approach is “undirected” (e.g. if i is closely related to j
then j must be closely related to i), and more importantly, it can be an outcome of confounding
external forces. For example, one sector may appear to have synergy with another if they demand
similar infrastructure or resources, even though its development does not inherently benefit the
other.
We focus upon a particular source of externality in this paper—the applicability of knowledge
embodied in a specific sector in the process of creating new knowledge in others. We develop a
theory in which the concept of knowledge interconnections can be made more precise, and identify a
novel channel through which trade environment may generate cross-sector variations in knowledge
accumulation.2
The analytical framework developed in this paper is a variety expanding model with firms innovating simultaneously in multiple sectors to internalize inter-sectoral knowledge complementarities.
We interpret the variations in these complementarities across sectors as a result of intrinsic characteristics of technologies or the state of exogenous scientific knowledge at a particular point in time.
In the model, the exogenous inter-sectoral knowledge complementarities govern the productivity of
research effort when adapting knowledge in one sector to innovate in another. When firms choose
R&D optimally in such a setting, the equilibrium value associated with a new innovation is determined not just by its own future profit, but also by its application value as a knowledge supplier to
2

Throughout the paper, we use the terms ‘technology’ and ‘sector’ interchangeably. In the model, one sector
embodies one type of technology. In the empirical analysis, detailed technological categories are aggregated into
larger industrial sectors in order to be combined with the export data.
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chains of innovation in downstream technologies. Trade costs reduce profit in highly applicable center sectors more than periphery sectors in the knowledge diffusion network because center sectors
export more in equilibrium and thus are more sensitive to trade conditions. The loss of profitability
directly discourages innovation in these sectors. Since new knowledge is built on previous knowledge
from various sectors, the reduction in the stock of knowledge that can be applied lowers the application value of these upstream technologies to an even greater extent than it affects downstream
technologies, further deterring their R&D investment. Therefore, the model predicts that trade
costs disproportionately hinder knowledge accumulation in highly applicable technologies. Since
these technologies foster subsequent innovations in many different sectors, underinvestment in these
sectors generates large multiplier effects in a path-dependent world, impeding overall growth.
The model predicts the following testable outcomes. First, in the presence of asymmetric knowledge complementarities across sectors, an additional “composition effect” of trade costs emerge:
Symmetric increase in trade costs in all sectors lead to disproportionately less accumulation of
knowledge, and thus less production, in the knowledge highly applicable sectors. Second, countries
whose knowledge composition is more applicable tend to grow faster in the balanced growth path
equilibrium.
The empirical challenge is how to quantify a sector’s knowledge applicability. Technology complementarity is conceptual and not directly observable. We infer the network of knowledge interconnections across sectors based on cross-sector patent citations data provided by U.S. Patent and
Trade Office, which contains information related to patents applied by inventors from all over the
world. Patent citations, albeit some noises, contain information on which prior technologies are
used and in what intensity in the innovation process of other technologies; hence, allow us to directly
uncover the intrinsic knowledge linkages between sectors (Hall, Jaffe and Trajtenberg, 2001). By
drawing upon methods developed in the complex networks literature (Kleinberg’s algorithm), we
construct a measure called “applicability” that allows us to evaluate, for each sector, its importance
as a knowledge source to its chains of downstream application sectors.3 These measures are meant
to capture technological characteristics of a given sector that are exogenous from the perspective
of an individual country or firm and innate to the nature of the knowledge creation process.
Under the further assumption that such technological nature of sectors carry over to all countries, we examine whether the model generated equilibrium outcomes hold true in the data. However, describing a country’s knowledge composition is difficult, as it is not possible, with available
3

Our knowledge applicability measures are both conceptually and empirically distinct from the product sophistication measure of Hidalgo and Hausmann (2009). Although most sectors with lower applicability produce simple
products (e.g. food and kindred products, primary ferrous products), some of these sectors actually produce complicated products (e.g. transportation equipment, aircraft, guided missiles and space vehicles) but the knowledge in
these sectors could be too specific to have pervasive applications.
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data, to directly observe a country’s composition of knowledge.4 What we can observe are only
various economic manifestations of the country’s progress in knowledge accumulation. For example,
it is reasonable to assume that making a product requires specific types of knowledge. Countries
can acquire the knowledge to make a product that they did not invent by other kinds of activities, such as learning-by-doing, imitating, or even simply replicating. Therefore, what a country
produces captures information regarding what it knows. For this reason, we follow the insight of
the previous literature on product space by evaluating a country’s knowledge composition by its
export composition, for which rich comparable data are available for a large set of countries.5
We find that countries that are geographically farther away from the rest of the world (higher
trade costs) tend to specialize more on highly applicable sectors, controlling for other factors (such
as endowment of human capital, physical capital, natural reserve, etc). We then calculate summary
measures of the knowledge applicability of a country’s export portfolio, which are used as indicators
of how productive it is for a given country to apply its existing knowledge to create new products.
We find that a country’s initial knowledge applicability is significantly and positively related to
subsequent growth differences. This relationship is robust to controlling for a large set of covariates,
including initial per capita income, human capital, investment, diversification, institutional quality,
etc. This relationship, however, may not reflect an causal effect of knowledge composition on
growth since the pattern of specialization itself is endogenous, as predicted by our model. But this
empirical finding does provide evidence supporting the mechanism illustrated in our model.
Relating to the Literature The paper contributes to several streams of literature. First, previous empirical studies examine whether a country’s overall R&D investment affects its subsequent
growth, and do not find significant relationships (Klenow and Rodriguez-Clare 2005). This paper
argues that if inter-sectoral knowledge complementarities are heterogenous and their distribution is
highly skewed—as they are in the data—then even though the average R&D level may not matter,
the allocation of innovation effort and knowledge across sectors affects growth. This paper thus
contributes to a growing literature emphasizing that a country’s product composition plays an important role in its economic performance (e.g. Hausmann et al. 2007; Hidalgo et al. 2007; Koren
and Tenreyro 2007; Kali et al. 2009; Nunn and Trefler 2010; Hausmann and Hidalgo 2011). Unlike
existing empirical research in the context of innovation and growth—which typically distinguishes
4

For countries that have patented in the U.S., we observe the distribution of the country’s patents over technological
classes and can potentially use this data to characterize the technological position of the country. Unfortunately, this
information is available for a much smaller number of countries. In addition, for our purpose it is not just a country’s
innovation output that matters, it is also the knowledge that accumulated through ....XXX.
5
This approximation was also adopted in previous papers such as Lall et al. (2005), Hidalgo et al. (2007), Hausman
and Hidalgo (2011) and Kali et al. (2012).
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sectors by their technology intensity6 —we focus on the role of explicit knowledge linkages between
sectors in innovation, yielding new insights on why some countries are substantially richer than
others.
Second, recent interest has re-emerged in examining the contribution of inter-sectoral linkages to
growth. An earlier literature in development economics has argued that linkages across sectors—
the vertical input-output relationships in production, in particular—can be central to economic
performance (e.g. Leontief 1936; Hirschman 1958). These insights have recently been incorporated into modern macro models with far-reaching implications (e.g. Ciccone 2002; Jones 2011a,
2011b; Acemoglu et al. 2012; Blonigen 2012). Unlike these studies, we explore the inter-sectoral
linkages dictated by the knowledge content of sectors, which is more suitable for understanding
the mechanics of technological progress and have not been previously explored in a cross-country
study. One exception is Cai and Li (2012), which develops a closed-economy multi-sector model
with inter-sectoral knowledge spillovers and pays particular attention to the dynamic decisions of
heterogeneous firms in the technology space.7
Third, in the broader scheme of things this paper joins the large literature on the growth implications of trade. Recent research explains the gains from trade via reallocations across economic
units with heterogenous productivities (i.e. sectors, firms or products) (e.g. Melitz (2002), Arkolakis, et al. (2008) and Arkolakis, et al. (2010)). In this paper we find that once heterogeneous
knowledge externalities are taken into account, the reallocation of R&D across sectors affects innovation and growth. Trade costs, therefore, through reallocation effects, have significant growth
impact beyond the effects that have been stressed in the previous literature.8
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces the model, discusses characteristics of the general equilibrium and solves the model. Section 3 describes the construction of our
measure of knowledge applicability and presents the empirical findings using cross-country sectoral
trade data. Section 4 concludes and discusses policy implications and potential future research.
6

The technology intensity of a sector is typically characterized by input measures of innovation—such as research and development as a share of sales and the employment share of scientists and engineers in total—or output
measures—such as the number of patents taken out by the sector.
7
Another exception is the literature of general purpose technologies, such as Jovanovic and Rousseau (2005),
Helpman (1998) and Bresnahan and Trajtenberg (1995). However, there are no explicit linkages between different
technologies.
8
Another related literature studies the differential responses of trade components to trade liberalization. For
example, Hillberry and Hummels (2002) (2008) show that the trade volume of intermediate inputs at the early stage
of the production chain are more sensitive to shipping cost.
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2

The Model: R&D Allocation and Growth

This section presents an open-economy model of multi-sector growth to illustrate (a) how trade
costs and and institutional factors affect firms’ optimal cross-sector allocation of research resources,
hence the composition of knowledge in the economy; and (b) how the composition of knowledge
matters for growth. Our theoretical framework extends the traditional model of endogenous growth
(e.g. Romer 1990; Grossman and Helpman, 1991) to allow for knowledge interconnections between
different sectors. It is closely related to Cai and Li (2014), which develops a closed-economy general
equilibrium model of heterogeneous firm innovation in multiple sectors. This paper studies an openeconomy, and abstracts from heterogeneity across firms to focus on the aggregate implications.
The world is made up of home country and the rest of the world (henceforth, RoW) that
each produces and consumes varieties of a finite but expandable number of product categories.
Trade is induced by the “love for varieties”. Home market is relatively small, thus unable to affect
foreign innovation specialization, but prices are flexible and firms optimally determine prices of
their exports in the foreign market. Both Home and the RoW each has a given supply of a single
primary factor, labor, and engage in two activities—production and R&D, and consumers over
the world share the same preference. Since the interest of this paper is innovation, we assume
that identical labor productivity in production in every sector. Home and the RoW differ in sizes
(population), production productivity and trade costs.
In reality, one country may be intrinsically better at producing some products than others—
either due to better relative endowment of certain input factors or differences in contract environment (Nunn 2007), financial systems (Beck 2003, Manova, 2008), and labor market frictions
(Helpman and Itskhoki, 2010) which have direct disproportionate impact on different sectors. The
model, however, abstracts from these existing sources of comparative advantage, and instead focuses on endogenous comparative advantages. We will show, in the following sections, that because
knowledge upstream sectors provide large knowledge capital to downstream sectors the effects on
knowledge downstream sectors induced by changes in economy-wide factors (such as trade costs,
labor productivity, population) accumulate to upstream sectors, generating multiplier effects.
In the following sections, we describe the production and innovation decisions in the home
country, given wage, productivity, labor supply and innovation activities in the RoW. Variables
with an asterisk are the RoW counterparts of home variables. We will focus on the Balanced
Growth Path Equilibrium (hereafter BGP) in which aggregate variables grow at constant rates.
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2.1

Goods Demand and Production

A representative household inelastically supplies labor and orders its preference over consumption
P
t
streams of a single final good according to U = ∞
t=0 β log Ct . It has access to a one-period riskfree bond with interest rate rt and in zero aggregate supply. Optimal intertemporal substitution of
consumption implies:
1 + rt = β

Ct+1 Pt+1
.
Ct P t

(1)

The final consumption (Ct ) is a Cobb-Douglas combination of sectoral products, indexed by i =
1, 2, ...K; here K represents the total number of sectors.

log Ct =

K
X

si log Qit ,

(2)

i=1

where si governs the share of income spent in that sector, and Qi is a CES aggregate of differentiated
products denoted by k,
Qit =

Z

Nti +Nti∗

!
xit (k)

σ−1
σ

dk

σ
σ−1

.

(3)

0

Nti + Nti∗ is the number of varieties available worldwide, which comprises varieties produced by the
home country in sector i (Nti ), and those produced by the RoW (Nti∗ ). The elasticity of substitution
between any two varieties from the same sector is governed by σ(> 1). The corresponding sectoral
R i i∗
 1
1−σ
n +n
. The demand function for varieties within a sector is
price index is Pti = 0 t t pit (k)1−σ dk
thus given by
xit (k)


=

pit (k)
Pti

−σ

Qit

(4)

where Qit = si Et /Pti and Et is the country’s final consumption expenditure.
There is a continuum of symmetric multi-sector firms with a total mass of Mt in Home country.
Once enter the economy, the representative firm innovates and produces goods in all sectors and
engages in monopolistic competition in the product market in each sector. To focus on the heterogeneity of knowledge applicability across sectors, we assume that sectors within a country do not
differ in their production productivity. Home (foreign) firms hire one unit of labor to produce φ
(φ∗ ) units of goods in each sector. The home production function is given by yti (k) = φlt .
Prices can differ across countries due to trade costs, represented by τ (> 1). Let trade costs
take the standard “iceberg” form: for one unit of a variety to arrive in the foreign country, τ units
must be shipped. Importantly, we note that τ does not vary across sectors; hence, there is no
explicit policy bias towards any sector. Given the wage, wt , monopolistic competitive prices for the
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domestic market (piht ) and foreign markets (pif t ) follow the usual fixed-markup pricing rule,
piht (k) = piht =

σ wt
and pif t (k) = τ piht .
σ−1 φ

(5)

Competition in the final-good sectors ensures marginal-cost pricing. Hence, the home sectoral price
1−σ ]1/(1−σ) , where pi∗ =
index is given by Pti = [Nti (piht )1−σ +Nti∗ (pi∗
ht )
ht

∗

σ wt ∗
σ−1 φ∗ τ

is the domestic price

of foreign sector-i products. Because preferences across countries are identical, home and foreign
country consumers purchase the exact same home and foreign produced varieties, although in differ1−σ ]1/(1−σ) .
ent quantities. Therefore, the foreign sectoral price index is Pti∗ = [Nti (pif t )1−σ +Nti∗ (pi∗
f t)
 i 1−σ
i = pht
The revenue per variety sold in the domestic market is rht
si Et , and in the foreign
Pti
 i 1−σ
p
market rfi t = Pfi∗t
si Et∗ , where Et (Et∗ ) is home (foreign) total consumption expenditure.
t

Based on this, we can derive the profit in real terms (using wage as numeraire) of the home average
firm in sector i as
πti =

i + r i )ni
(rht
ft t

σwt

,

where nit = Nti /Mt is the average number of varieties per firm in sector i. The firm’s demand for
production workers in sector i is Lpt = (σ − 1)πti .

2.2

R&D Allocations Over Multiple Sectors

Economic growth is driven by firms’ innovation associated with the development of new blueprints
(new varieties). It is reflected in the CES aggregation (3), which introduces a “love-for-variety”
effect (as in Ethier, 1982). This section describes the endogenous evolution of the number of
varieties over time.
The representative multi-sector firm is defined by a vector of its differentiated products in all
K sectors, z t = (zt1 , zt2 , ..., ztK ), where zti is the number of varieties produced by this firm in sector
i. New technologies or new varieties are introduced through an innovation process, and each new
variety is then turned into a product under monopolistic competition in the next period. Since only
the firm inventing the variety has the right to manufacture it, z t also characterizes the distribution
of the firm’s knowledge capital across sectors. For simplicity, we assume that the firm’s knowledge
capital accumulates in every sector without depreciation:
i
zt+1
= zti + ∆zti ,

for ∀i.

(6)

where the new knowledge capital, ∆zti , is created by employing researchers and utilizing existing
knowledge capital. What marks this paper from the existing literature is that the firm can adapt its
8

accessible knowledge from all sectors and fully internalize knowledge spillovers across sectors in their
innovation process.9 Since knowledge spillovers are heterogeneous across sectors, we decompose the
firm’s R&D investment in a given target sector according to its knowledge source sector.10 Let Rtij
denote a firm’s R&D input when applying sector j’s knowledge to generate new knowledge in sector
i. The productivity of R&D associated with this activity depends on the (exogenous) knowledge
linkages—the knowledge linkage from j to i, Aij . Similar to Klette and Kortum (2004), we assume
that new knowledge in sector i is created based on a Cobb-Douglas combination of innovation
productivity, R&D investment and the existing stock of knowledge capital:
∆zti =

K
X


α  1−α
,
Aij nit Rtij
ztj

(7)

j=1

where α is the share of R&D input in the knowledge creation process. Here, we allow for knowledge
externality across firms within the country to some extent: the researchers’ R&D efficiency is
assumed to be proportional to the average knowledge per firm in the innovating sector, nit .11 Note
that for simplicity and to keep our focus on cross-sector diffusion, we assume that knowledge is not
diffused directly across countries in this model.
Since each variety is sold in the same quantity and priced at the same level, the profit per variety
πi

in sector i is given by nti . A firm with a knowledge portfolio of z t in period t thus receives a flow
PK πti it
of total profit i=1 ni zt in the product market. It chooses an R&D investment portfolio (Rtij )i,j∈J
t

to maximize its present value V (zt ), given the interest rate r̃t . The firm needs to hire researchers
to conduct R&D, whose wage is the same as that of the production workers. Formally, given the
exogenous knowledge diffusion matrix A = (Aij )K×K , the firm solves the following optimal R&D
investment problem (using wage as the numeraire):

Rtij

{

max
}i,j∈{1,2,...,K}

V (z t ) =

K
X
πj

t j
z
j t
n
t
j=1

−

K X
K
X
i=1 j=1

Rtij +

V (z t+1 )
,
1 + r̃t

(8)

subject to the knowledge accumulation equation (6) and the incremental innovation production
9
This is equivalent to assuming each firm innovates and produces in one sector but the knowledge spillovers across
firms are complete within a country. In reality, there are all kinds of barriers for this perfect internalization of
inter-sectoral knowledge spillovers and countries can differ substantially in their ability to internalize these spillovers.
This variation, although interesting, is not the focus of the current paper and is left for future endeavor. A possible
extension of the current model is to allow for sectoral entry barriers which might entice countries to also differ in the
set of products they produce.
10
This can be interpreted as firms having to devote a certain amount of time to digesting and adopting knowledge
in one sector to apply it to another. Thus, every research activity is source-knowledge-and-target-knowledge-specific.
11
This assumption keeps the number of researchers constant while the number of varieties increases in the BGP
equilibrium.
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function (7).
We focus on the BGP equilibrium in which growth rates of aggregate variables remain constant
over time and trade is balanced. Since labor supply is fixed, the (real) profit per firm in a given
sector in the BGP equilibrium is constant, i.e. πti = π i , ∀i. Households’ time preference pins down
wt+1 1
1
1+r̃t = wt 1+rt = β. Define the BGP
i /N i − 1 = ni /ni − 1. In Appendix
Nt+1
t
t
t+1

the discount factor

growth rate of the number of varieties

in sector i as gti ≡

A we show that as long as every sector

benefits from knowledge from at least another sector (i.e. ∃j s.t. Aij > 0, ∀i) all sectors grow at
the same constant rate in the BGP: gti = g, ∀i. Thus, the relative size of sectors is constant over
time: nit /njt = ni /nj , ∀i, j, t. The number of firms is fixed in the BGP equilibrium: Mt = M .
The linear form of the Bellman equation and the constant-return-to-scale knowledge production
allow us to derive closed-form solutions for the firm’s optimal R&D decisions. Define ρ ≡

β
1+g .

In

Appendix A, we prove that in the BGP equilibrium, the firm’s value is a linear aggregate of the
P
i
value of its knowledge capital in all sectors: V (z) = K
i=1 vt , where the market value of the firm’s
knowledge capital in sector i is constant in BGP equilibrium:
K

vti

X
1
=v =
(π i +
ω ji ), ∀i, j
1−ρ
i

(9)

j=1

and the constant ω ji captures the application value of sector i’s knowledge to innovation in sector
j. It increases with the knowledge abundance in sector i relative to j (ni /nj ), the value of the
target sector (v j ) and the knowledge linkages from i to j, Aji :
ω ji =

 1
1 − α ni
Aji αρv j 1−α .
j
α n

(10)

Substituting (10) into (9) implies that solving for the equilibrium value of knowledge capital,
(v i )1×K , is an iterative process:

vi =

1  i
π +
1−ρ

K
X
1 − α ni
j=1

α

nj


Aji αρv j



1
1−α

.

(11)

The market value of the firm’s sectoral knowledge depends on not only the present value of the
future profits in the exact sector, but also on the value of its knowledge application to future
innovation in all sectors.
The firm’s optimal investment associated with applying sector-j knowledge to i is proportional
to its (relative) knowledge capital in the knowledge-source sector (

10

ztj
)
njt

and is positively related to

the application value of sector j to i (ω ij ):
Rtij =

α
zj
ω ij tj .
1−α
nt

(12)

Because firms are symmetric, we have ztj = njt , which implies that R&D investment is also timeinvariant Rtij =

α
ij
1−α ω . In

addition, firm R&D is independent of firm’s scale, consistent with

empirical level observations as in Klette and Kortum (2004).
In addition, firms need to make an initial fixed-cost investment in the form of final goods F > 0
(using wage as numeraire) to enter. Free entry conditions imply that firms enter until their future
discounted profit (after covering their R&D costs in each period) is the same as the entry cost F :
K
1 X i
v = F.
1−β

(13)

i=1

At BGP, (13) implies

1 PK
i
1−β ( i=1 π

−

PK PK
i=1

j=1 R

ij )

= F . This equilibrium condition helps to

determine the number of firms (M ).

2.3

Aggregate Conditions

In this section, we complete the list of equilibrium requirements by adding conditions that stipulate
market clearing in factor and goods markets. The population supplies L units of labor in every
period which are allocated as production workers, researchers and workers making goods to meet
PK PK
P
ij
pi
the entry costs: L = K
i=1
j=1 Rt Mt + (1 − β)F Mt . Substituting (9), (10) and
i=1 Lt Mt +
(12) into the labor-market clearing condition, we have

L=

K
X

σπ i M,

(14)

i=1

which implies labor income wt Lt equals total revenue.
Trade is balanced in every period in the equilibrium as there is no international financial market.
That is, the total export value equals the total import value:
K
X

i∗ i∗
rht
Nt =

i=1

K
X
i=1

11

rfi t Nti .

(15)

2.4

Equilibrium

Given a set of parameters {β, α, σ, (si )1×K , (Aij )K×K } that are common across countries, a set
of parameters {L, L∗ , τ, τ ∗ , φ, φ∗ } that differ across countries, and time paths of external condi∗ i∗ i∗ ∞
tions in the RoW {ni∗
t , wt , pht , pf t }i=1,...K,t=0 , a balanced growth path is an equilibrium in which

output, consumption and innovation grow at constant rates. It is given by: time paths of aggregate quantities and prices {Ct , Mt , gt , wt , rt }∞
t=0 , time paths of sectoral quantities and prices
{Rtij , zti , nit , vti , piht , pif t }∞
i,j=1,2,...K,t=0 , such that:
1. Given wt , rt , the representative household maximizes life-time utility subject to an intertemporal budget constraint. That is, (1) is satisfied.
2. Given wt , rt , the individual firm decides on the quantity and prices of goods produced and
production labor needed, and optimal R&D investment. That is, (4), (5), (??), (9), (10), (12)
and (13) are satisfied.
3. Prices are such that all markets clear. That is, (14) and (15) are satisified.

2.5

Implications for Equilibrium R&D Allocation Across Sectors and Growth

In this section, we derive and discuss reduced-form implications of aggregate R&D allocation across
sectors and the relationship between knowledge composition and growth in the model.
Proposition 1 Define the total R&D expenditure in sector i as Ri ≡

PK

j=1 R

ij .

At the aggregate,

R&D resources are allocated according to the sectoral knowledge value in the equilibrium. That is
vi
Ri
=
.
Rj
vj

(16)

Proof. See the Appendix.
Recall from (9) and (10), we have

v i = (1 − ρ)−1 π i +

K
X
1 − α ni
j=1

α

nj


(Aji αρv j )

1
1−α

.

(17)

The market value of sectoral knowledge capital depends on both the future profit in its sector
and its application value in other sectors, which hinges on its relative knowledge abundance to the
i

application sector ( nnj ), and the market value of the application sector (v j ), as long as Aji > 0.
For illustrative purpose, consider a stark example of two sectors: the center sector (denoted by
c) whose knowledge can be applied to the other sector, and the periphery sector (denoted by p)
12

whose knowledge is not that applicable (i.e. Apc > 0 and Acp = 0). When the trade cost, τ , is
high, profit in the center sector is low, discouraging its own innovation activity directly and the
resulting insufficient knowledge accumulation (low ni /nj ) further decreases its application value.
In contrast, the periphery sector has no application value, and thus its market value depends only
on its own profit. Therefore, as will be shown in Section 2.6, with reasonable parameter values,
higher τ disproportionately reduces the market value of knowledge capital in the center sector more
than that in the periphery sector, leading to a flattening of the distribution of R&D investment:
∂(Rc /Rp )/∂τ < 0.
Now, how does the change of R&D allocation and composition of knowledge affect growth?
The source of growth in this economy comes from increasing varieties. Intuitively, when a country
invests disproportionately more in highly applicable sectors, the economy benefits more from the
knowledge spillovers from these sectors and creates more varieties at the aggregate. We call this
the composition effect of R&D. It can be seen from the following proposition.
Proposition 2 On the BGP, the aggregate innovation rate is an increasing function of

P P ij
iP j ω
,
i
iv

the fraction of firm’s value that is accounted for by its knowledge application value:

g=

!−1
P i
v
i
.
β(1 − α) P P ij − 1
i
jω

And the aggregate real output growth rate is g y ≈

(18)

1
σ−1 g.

Proof. See the Appendix.
Consider the previous illustrative example (two types of sectors), when α is very small (assuming
α → 0), it can be easily shown based on (9) and (10), that innovation rate g strictly increases with
nc /np . In this case, when higher trade costs hinder the accumulation of knowledge in the center
sector, growth also suffers. That is, ∂g/∂τ < 0.
It is useful to note that the v i of a center sector (i.e. generally the sector with large positive values
of Aji , given j) is sensitive to the knowledge value of its application sectors (v j ) and its relative
i

knowledge abundance ( nnj ), while the v i of a periphery sector is more responsive to changes to its
own profit (π i ). We will show in Section 2.6 that increasing transport costs disproportionately
reduces both the profit and application value of center sectors, deterring R&D investment and
endogenous accumulation of knowledge in center sectors, the effects of which permeate the whole
economy, hurting the country’s aggregate knowledge accumulation.
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2.6

Solving the Model with a Star Network of Knowledge Linkages

In this section, we explore how changes in the trade cost (τ ) and population (L) affect the knowledge
composition and growth in general equilibrium, given reasonable parameter values. Appendix B
offers a complete set of equilibrium conditions that are used to solve the model.
Here, we solve the model economy for a special case of two types of sectors: one center sector
and K − 1 identical periphery sectors. More specifically, consider a star-shaped knowledge diffusion
network depicted in Figure 1, in which sector 1 is the sole input supplier to all others, where
the other K − 1 sectors are applicable to sector 1 but not to each other. That is, Aii = a, ∀i,
A1j = Aj1 = a, for j > 1 and Aij = 0, for i > 1, j > 1. We set a to 0.4 such that the aggregate
growth rates fluctuate within a reasonable range when τ varies. As simple as it seems, this starshaped network captures well the highly skewed distribution of knowledge linkages across sectors
estimated using patent citation data (in Section 3.1). In addition, we consider K=10, and the
elasticity of substitution between different varieties in the same sector, σ = 6, which is broadly
consistent with the empirical evidence at 3-digit level.12 We assume that the home country is small
relative to the rest of the world: L∗ = 50L. Let us normalize the ROW wage, labor productivity,
population to 1, and the foreign number of varieties per sector to 50. The subjective discount rate
β = 0.98, and the share of researchers in knowledge production α = 0.4 according to Cai and Li
(2014).
5

4

6

1
K
3
2

Figure 1: A Star Network of Knowledge Diffusion between K sectors
Figure 2(a) shows the effects of increasing trade cost (τ and τ ∗ ) on home’s sectoral profit (π c
for total profit in the center sector and π p total profit in periphery sectors), equilibrium wage (w),
total exports (X), R&D investment in the center sector relative to that in the periphery sector
(Rc /Rp ), the knowledge composition (nc /np ) and the export share of the center sector (X c /X).
Figure 2(b) illustrates the relationship between aggregate innovation rate and the composition of
12

For estimates of elasticity of substitution, see Anderson and Wincoop (2004).
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knowledge.
In general equilibrium, when the trade cost rises, wages decrease as the demand for researchers
and production workers falls. Nevertheless, the profit in the center sector still suffers due to the
greater loss in competitiveness associated with higher trade costs in the export market. Profit in
periphery sectors, however, slightly increases, because these sectors have small export markets, and
hence are less affected by trade costs. Lower wages associated with rising trade cost implies higher
profit in these sectors. As firms have relatively less incentive to innovate in the center sector, the
total number of varieties developed in the center sector declines more than in the periphery. The
value of knowledge capital in the center sector relative to that of the periphery (v c /v p ) also drops
as a result of (a) decreased profitability and (b) reduced application value as less knowledge is
accumulated in this sector (as nc /np falls), further deterring R&D allocation (Rc /Rp ) in the center
(Proposition 1). Since knowledge in the center is responsible for fostering innovation in many
application sectors, lower investment in these sectors hurts innovation and growth in the whole
economy, as demonstrated in Figure 2(a).
In summary, our model implies that, all other things being equal, countries of different transport costs to potential trading partners and different population sizes innovate and produce a
different composition of products. The value of knowledge capital in a given sector consists of two
components—its own discounted future profit (in the product market) and its value as knowledge
input to create new knowledge in all related sectors. Countries with larger population and lower
transport costs specialize more in the center sector—as the differential value between center and
periphery sectors is larger—and grow faster. Thus, the model accounts for the empirical findings
documented earlier in the paper.

3

Empirical Evidence: Determinants of the Knowledge Composition, and Relationship with Growth

This section provides empirical evidence for the main prediction of the model. We first propose
a measure that characterizes for each given sector its importance as knowledge suppliers to all
the knowledge-downstream sectors (including both its immediate application sectors and indirectly
related chains of downstream sectors). We then proceed to investigate the main predictions of
the theory: whether higher trade costs induce less specialization in knowledge applicable sectors,
and whether countries which initially specialized in knowledge-applicable sectors grow faster in
subsequent decades.
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Figure 2: General Equilibrium Effects of Changing Trade Costs
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3.1

Data

Proxy for Knowledge Linkages Across Sectors

Direct observation on the actual adaption of

knowledge across sectors is not available as knowledge flows are invisible. The literature, however,
has typically found that patent citations seem to represent an indicator of knowledge spillovers,
albeit with some degree of noise (Jaffe et al. 2000, Bottazzi and Peri, 2003, Branstetter, 2006,
etc.).13 One of the advantages of patent citation data, as noted in Hall et al.(2001), is that “the
decision regarding which patents to cite ultimately rests with the patent examiner, who is supposed
to be an expert in the area and hence to be able to identify relevant prior art that the applicant
misses or conceals.” Thus, citations are informative of links between innovations. If a single
technology is cited in numerous patents, it is apparently involved in many developmental efforts.
We thus use patent citations between patents that belong to different sectors to trace the direction
and intensity of knowledge flows across sectors.
This paper takes the view of Nelson and Winter (1977) that “innovations follow ‘natural trajectories’ that have a technological or scientific rationale rather than being fine tuned to changes
in demand and cost conditions.” Therefore, technology interconnections in this paper are intrinsic
characteristics of technologies.
In addition, we assume that the differences in the applicability of knowledge in one sector to
another persist across countries, so that we can use a sector’s knowledge applicability as identified
in the U.S. patent database as a measure of its applicability in other countries. Note that patents
applied in U.S. are not necessarily generated by U.S. inventors. According to the territorial principle in U.S. patent laws, anyone intending to claim exclusive rights for inventions is required to
file U.S. patents. In fact, about 50 percent of patents applied in the United States in the early
2000s were from foreign inventors. Given that the United States has been the largest technology consumption market in the world over the past few decades, it is reasonable to assume that
most important innovations from other countries have been patented in the U.S. Therefore, the
knowledge linkages uncovered in the U.S. patent data are reasonably representative of the deep
fundamental relationship of technologies. All we really need is that statements of the following sort
hold: If knowledge in electronic components sector is potentially useful for develop new products
in radio and television receiving equipment in the U.S., similar relationship also holds for inventors
in Mexico. Even if the linkages captured by the U.S. patent citation network had not currently
been explored in developing countries, they might be in the future. It is precisely this underlying
13

For example, not all innovations are patented, especially process innovations (which are often protected in other
ways such as copyright, trademarks and secrecy). Levin et al (1987) find that secrecy was more effective for process
innovations, We implicitly assume that for any sector, the unpatented and patented knowledge utilizes knowledge
(patented or unpatented) from other sectors in the same manner, with the same likelihood and intensity.
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relationship that predicts future product entry and innovation which leads to growth.
Construction of the Knowledge Applicability

The method to construct the applicability

measure is discussed in detail in Cai and Li (2014) and here we content ourselves by outlining the
main idea. We use data from the 2006 edition patent database provided by the U.S. Patent and
Trade Office (USPTO).14 In the dataset, patents are organized by their technical features and each
patent belongs to a technology field according to the International Patent Classification (IPC).
We start by adding up citations made from (and to) patents that belong to the same IPC sector
to generate a cross-sector citation matrix (cij )(i,j)∈J×J , where cij denotes the number of citations to
sector i made by j. For each sector i, we calculate the total number of patent applications, (si )i∈J .
We then apply the iterative algorithm developed by Kleinberg (1998) to the citation matrix and
construct an index, called authority weight (aw), to capture the ‘knowledge applicability’ of each
sector (i.e. the extent to which they enable the creation of knowledge in all sectors). The algorithm
simultaneously generates another index, hub weight (hw), which characterizes the extent to which
the sector relies on knowledge from other sectors. Formally,
awi = λ−1

X

−1

X

W ji hwj

(19)

j∈J

hw

i

= µ

W ij awj

j∈J

where λ and µ are the norms of vectors (awi )i∈J and (hwi )i∈J , respectively. W ji corresponds to
the number of citations received by patents in sector i from patents in sector j. We calculate the
time-variant awti for each IPC sector based on rolling window subsamples, pooling citations from
the previous 10 years for each year during 1985-2006.15
Generally speaking, a sector with high aw provides large knowledge spillover to sectors with
highly ranked hw; a sector with high hw utilizes large knowledge flow from sectors with highly
ranked aw. Compared to Garfield’s “impact factor index” (i.e. the average number of citations
received), this algorithm takes into account not only the direct spillovers, but also the indirect
subsequent linkages between sectors. In addition, it distinguishes the importance of a sector as
a knowledge supplier and as a knowledge user.16 Overall, its highly efficient at estimating the
14

The NBER patent database is available at: https://sites.google.com/site/patentdataproject/Home. It contains
detailed patent and citation information, including the patent application year, grant year, the technological area to
which it belongs, the nationality of patent inventors, the patent assignees, the citations made and received by each
patent, etc.
15
The ranking for most sectors does not change drastically over the sample period, although the quality of our
measure decreases close to the end of the sample as a result of citation lags. The average correlation of the ranking
across different decades is about 0.90.
16
See Cai and Li (2014) for detailed explanation on the advantage of Kleinberg’s two-level pattern of linkages in
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potential knowledge contribution of each sector.
Importantly for our analysis, we find that citation linkages across sectors are highly heterogeneous and the knowledge embodied in a small number of sectors aids a disproportionately large
number of subsequent innovations. This observation renders particular importance to the effects
of a country’s initial knowledge composition on its subsequent growth.
Proxy for A Country’s Knowledge Composition

As discussed earlier, lack of direct obser-

vation of a country’s composition of knowledge, we use the its export structure as a proxy. This
is based on the premise that making a product requires specific types of knowledge, which can
be either created by innovating or acquired elsewhere. The composition of exports thus contains
evidence of this process of knowledge acquisition and accumulation.
Countries’ export structures are measured based on an updated version of the UN-NBER World
Trade Flows dataset (see Feenstra et al, 2005), which harmonizes COMTRADE annual bilateral
trade flow data for SITC sectors over the 1978-2013 period. To rank these industrial sectors
according to their knowledge applicability, we employ the IPC–SITC concordance provided by
WIPO to generate the aw for each 2-digit SITC sector. As not all export sectors fall into the set of
innovating sectors, we exclude countries whose significant share of export cannot be mapped into
innovating sectors.17 This yields an unbalanced panel of 218 countries for the period 1985-2006.18
Based on the sector-specific knowledge applicability measure, we are now equipped to describe
a country’s knowledge applicability associated with its export basket. We make use of two different
proxies for a country’s knowledge applicability. The first indicator, T Ac,t , is the weighted average of
sectoral knowledge applicability (in log) for country c in period t, using the share of export by the
P
i
i
i /
country in the respective sectors, xic,t = EXc,t
i EXc,t , as weights, and EXc,t is the export value
P
in sector i of country c in period t. That is, log(T Ac,t ) = i xc,t log(awti ). The second measure,
P erc33c,t , is the fraction of exports in the most applicable third of all sectors of country c in period
t.
Geographic remoteness We use overall geographic remoteness to proxy cross-country variations
in trade costs. It is measured as a weighted average of a country’s bilateral distance to all other
comparison to the one-level iteration algorithm for influence factor proposed by Pinski and Narin (1976). In addition,
they show that this measure of applicability is both conceptually and empirically distinct from other centrality
measures in the network literature—such as indegree, or generality index proposed by Hall et al. (1997)—and is
better suited to study the question at hand.
17
Agricultural sectors are excluded from the sample.
18
We have also explored the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)’s industry statistics
database which provides industrial production information at the 4-digit ISIC (rev.3) level. However, the large
number of missing observations in the UNIDO data at the 4-digit ISIC level significantly impedes the accuracy of
our empirical analysis. Therefore, we focus on the results from trade flow data.
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countries in the world, using countries’ population share as weights.19 The reasons that we do not
use tariffs as proxy are as follows. First, the level of tariffs in any given country is not exogenous
to level of economic development. Second, tariffs are often heterogeneous across sectors within a
country, and the degree to which the tariff structure disproportionately favors certain sectors is an
endogenous policy decision and can directly impact growth (see Nunn and Trefler, 2010). In our
model, sectors only differ, ex ante, in terms of their knowledge complementarities. The uniform
trade costs across sectors have differentiated effects in different sectors in equilibrium. It is the
distributional effects of the “unbiased” trade costs what we attempt to test here.
Data on real GDP per capita, population, investment, the number of workers, and the measure
of openness (exports plus imports divided by GDP) are taken from Penn World Table Mark 7.1
(PWT). Human capital stock is measured using Mincerian non-linear returns to education (the
average years of schooling for the population aged 25 years old) as reported by Barro and Lee
(2010). Physical capital stocks are constructed using the perpetual inventory method, as explained
in Caselli (2005). The measures of the rule of law and regulation quality are from World Bank’s
Worldwide Governance Indicator (2014). Data on distance from the equator are from Hall and
Jones (1999) and other geographic data (i.e. size, bilateral distance) are from Frankel and Romer
(1999) and Helpman Melitz and Rubinstein (2008). Total natural resource rents data are from
World Bank’s World Development Indicator.

3.2

Sector-level Evidence: Geographic Remoteness and Knowledge Composition

In the model outlined in Section 2, changes in trade costs have a disproportionate effect on R&D investment, knowledge creation and production across sectors. Lower trade cost lead to an expansion
of varieties in knowledge highly applicable sectors, which in turn generates a positive knowledge
externality that increases per capital GDP growth. This implies that at the sector level, countries that are less distant from the world tend to concentrate more in sectors with high knowledge
applicability.
To test whether this distributional effects of geography is present in the data, we estimate the
following specification:
ln(xic,t ) = c + β0 ln(awti ) + β1 ln(awti ) × remotenessc + α ln(awti ) × Z c,t + γ Z c,t + µc + η i + εic,t ,(20)
where xic,t is the share of sector i’s exports in country c’s overall exports. remotenessc is measured
19

Using GDP share as weights does not change results significantly. Also see Baldwin and Harrigan (2011) for a
discussion of alternative measures of remoteness.
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as a weighted average of country c’s bilateral distance to all other countries in the world, using other
countries’ population share as weights. Z c,t collects other potential factors that affect a country’s
knowledge (export) composition. We include the country fixed effects µc to control for constant
differences across countries (such as culture, language, geography etc), and sector fixed effects η i
to control for country-time-invariant sector characteristics.
Table 1: Determinants of a Country’s Knowledge Composition
log(awti )
ln(awti ) × remotenessc
ln(awti ) × human capitalc,t
ln(awti ) × capital-labor ratioc,t
ln(awti ) × natural resourcec

(1)
1.45
(3.27)***
-0.16
(-3.13)***

(2)
1.28
(2.84)***
-0.16
(-3.25)***
0.12
(3.00)***
0.02
(1.27)
-0.00
(-2.48)**

ln(awti ) × IP Rc,t

(3)
0.97
(2.03)**
-0.15
(-2.88)***

(4)
1.22
(2.49)**
-0.14
(-2.57)**

(5)
1.36
(3.17)***
-0.15
(-3.09)***

0.06
(7.11)***

ln(awti ) × dist f rom equatorc

0.01
(0.87)

ln(awti ) × regulation qualityc,t

0.06
(2.25)**
Sector FEs
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Country FEs
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Six governance variables
No
No
No
No
Yes
Observations
125,727
54,883
23,578
75,057
65,154
R2
0.45
0.47
0.47
0.46
0.49
Notes: The dependent variable is the (log) share of export in sectorr i in country c in period t, ln(xc,t ). There are 56
sectors and 117 countries over the period 1985-2006. Remoteness is measured as a weighted average of a country’s
bilateral distance to all other countries in the world, using countries’ population share as weights. Equator indicates
the country’s distance from the equator. World Bank’s six governance variables are control of corruption, government
effectiveness, political stability and absence of violence, rule of law, regulatory quality, voice and accountability. tstatistics are calculated from robust standard error adjusted for clustering at the country level. *** and ** indicates
significance at 1 percent and 5 percent level, respectively.

Table 1 reports the estimates of Equation (20) from various specifications. Since all specifications control for sector-specific effects and country-specific effects, the only effects that are identified
are those relative to variables that vary both across countries and across sectors. Thus, we report
only the coefficient of the sector’s knowledge applicability and the coefficients of the interaction
between knowledge applicability and different country-specific characteristics. We are particularly
interested in the coefficient of the interaction between knowledge applicability and geographic remoteness, β1 . A negative and statistical significant β1 implies that knowledge applicable sectors
tend to have larger shares in exports in countries that are less remote from the rest of the world,
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as predicted by the model.
Column (1) shows the baseline result where only geographic remoteness is considered. In the
rest of the table, we control for other potential factors that may also affect a country’s knowledge
(export) composition. A country’s factor endowments determine its comparative advantage in
traditional trade theory, and thus, are controlled for in the second column. In addition, firms may
be able to better internalize spillovers from highly applicable sectors and hence have more incentive
to innovate in these sectors, when the protection of their intellectual property rights (IPR) is
stronger. For this reason, we add the Ginarte and Park index of IPR in the third column. Lastly,
favorable social infrastructure and conducive institutions may also lead to more development in
highly knowledge applicable sectors. We thus control for the distance from the equator which
typically is an exogenous historical determinant for social infrastructure (Hall and Jones, 1999) in
the fourth column, and the World Bank’s six governance quality indexes in the last column. In our
exercise, we also consider other factors that may intuitively play a role in determining country’s
knowledge composition, namely, population, area and whether the country is landlocked. However,
none of these factors enter in a significant way and are thus not reported in the table.
Table 1 shows that throughout all specifications, the coefficients of the interaction term between
geographic remoteness and sector-specific applicability measure are significantly negative, consistent
with the implication of the model. Unsurprisingly, an educated workforce and lower endowment of
natural resources are significantly associated with more specialization in sectors with high knowledge
applicability, pointing to another channel through which human capital and natural resource curse
can affect growth—by changing the knowledge (export) composition. Consistent with our intuition,
stronger IPR protection is also associated with a distribution of exports biased towards the highly
knowledge applicable sectors. Distance to the equator does not appear to have significant impact on
a country’s knowledge composition. Better institutional quality—regulation quality in particular—
fosters more production and exports in highly applicable sectors.

3.3

Country-level Evidence: Knowledge Composition and Long-term Growth

Our model has a clear implication on the relationship between a country’s knowledge composition
and its long-term level of growth. When trade costs are reduced, more R&D resources are shifted to
sectors whose knowledge is highly applicable to later innovations, increasing the overall application
value of knowledge capital (relative to its production value) in the economy. Consequently, growth
increases according to (18). This section provides suggestive evidence on the positive relationship
between a country’s knowledge applicability revealed through its exports and its subsequent growth.
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We note that the growth regressions examined below reveal correlations, not causality.20 The
causal mechanisms are established in the model. We examine the following cross-country regression
specification:
(ln yc,t − ln yc,0 )/t = β1 + β2 log T Ac,0 + δX c,0 + εc .

(21)

The left-hand-side measures the annual growth rate of per capita GDP (yc ) for country c from year
1985 to 2010. log T Ac,0 (constructed in Section 3.1) is the proxy for the applicability of country c’s
knowledge composition in 1985. We choose 1985 because its the first year that we can calculate the
rolling-window {awti } for. X c,0 includes standard controls for initial country characteristics from
the cross-country growth literature.
Estimates of Equation (21) are reported in Table 2 and Table 3. All specifications control for
(log of) initial GDP per capita, initial human capital and initial investment-to-GDP ratio. Column
(1) shows that the coefficient on log T A is positive and significant, suggesting that specializing in
sectors with large knowledge applicability brings higher growth in the future, consistent with the
implication of our model. In Column (2), we introduce nine region fixed effects, which is more
than what is typical in the literature. Once the region fixed effects are controlled for, the initial
investment and human capital are no longer significant. As noted in Nunn and Trefler (2011), it
is usually very hard to find a statistically significant country-specific characteristic when so many
region fixed effects are included, because it is the growth variation within narrowly defined regions
that we try to explain in this case (an average of 8.4 observations per region with 10 regions and
84 countries). Despite of the presence of these fixed effects, the initial knowledge applicability is
still found to be significantly positively associated with subsequent growth, making our results for
the role of knowledge composition more compelling.
Moreover, the size of the estimated effect is large. The estimated coefficient is about 0.5,
implying that a 1 percent increase in T A0 , which is approximately what Thailand achieved between
1985 and 1995 and what Poland achieved between 2000 and 2006, on average enhances a country’s
subsequent annual growth by half a percentage point.
In Table 3, we consider other covariates for growth regressions. Column (1) shows that despite
its (arguable) role of causing income differences, de facto trade openness (measured by sum of
export and import as a ratio of GDP) does not seem to have a significant impact on subsequent
growth differences. Column (2) considers other characteristics of a country’s export structure. In
20

In general, growth regressions are plagued with omitted variables and reverse causality issues. One way to gain
traction on the causal mechanism in the literature is to use sectoral observations. This is, however, not an option
for our mechanism, because the positive externality transmitted through knowledge linkages accrue to the whole
economy, not to the particular sectors. In fact, in the model all sectors grow at the same rate on the balanced growth
path, but countries with different composition of knowledge (which is also endogenous) enjoy different growth rates.
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Table 2: Country-level per capita GDP Growth Regressions.
(1)
t-statistic

β

β

(2)
t-statistic

Knowledge applicability
Initial TA
0.42 (2.19)**
0.52 (2.12)**
Country Characteristics
Initial income
-0.52 (-1.81)
-0.80 (-2.05)**
Initial investment share
0.05 (2.22)**
0.02 (1.04)
Initial human capital
0.80 (1.63)
0.19 (0.47)
Region fixed effects
Latin America
-0.55 (-1.05)
West Africa
-2.39 (-2.13)**
East Africa
-2.05 (-1.46)
South Central Africa
-3.25 (-2.37)**
East Asia
0.90 (0.90)
South East Asia
0.09 (0.09)
South West Asia
-0.42 (-0.35)
North Africa, Middle East
-0.91 (-1.31)
Eastern Europe
-0.19 (-0.37)
Number of obs
84
84
R2
0.16
0.41
Notes: The dependent variable is the average annual log change in GDP per capita in country c over the period
1985-2010, (log yc,t − log yc,0 )/t. t-statistics are calculated based on robust clustered standard errors. ** indicates
significance at 5 percent level.

particular, countries also differ in terms of their positions on the global supply chains (Andres,
Chor, fally and Hillberry, 2012) and in terms of the levels of export diversification. Specializing in
some stages of the global production process may be associated with better growth opportunities
than specializing in others. However, when adding the Andres et al. (2012) summary measure of
the upstreamness of a country’s exports, the relationship between the initial knowledge applicability and growth is essentially intact. In addition, when replicating the results of Hausmann et al.
(2007), Lederman and Maloney (2012) find that, once diversification is controlled for, the export
sophistication measure no longer contributes to growth, suggesting that it is the concentration, and
not the sectors per se, that matters.21 Our model assumes a fixed number of sectors that a country
produces (and exports) in, allowing no variations in diversification. However, conceptually a more
diversified product structure would allow countries to better internalize inter-sectoral knowledge
spillovers and promote growth. Thus, we also control for the standard measures of export concentration (Herfindahl-Hirschman index) in our regression. A higher index implies less diversification.
Column (2) in Table 3 shows that the diversification measure enters with a correct sign but is not
significant, and does not greatly affect the significance of log T A.
A long list of literature has documented the important effects of geography (which determines
21

Their argument is that countries with low levels of export diversification may experience higher export price
volatility and hence increased macroeconomic volatility.
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Table 3: Country-level per capita GDP Growth Regressions—Robustness
β

(1)
t-statistic

(2)
t-statistic

β

β

(3)
t-statistic

β

(4)
t-statistic

Knowledge applicability
Initial TA
0.52 (2.09)**
0.63 (2.84)***
0.66 (2.98)***
Initial Perc33
2.80 (3.48)***
Country Characteristics
initial GDP per capita
-0.82 (-2.08)**
-0.91 (-2.40)**
-1.10 (-2.82)***
-1.09 (-2.73)***
Initial investment share
0.02 (1.04)
0.03 (1.31)
0.04 (1.82)
-0.05 (2.04)**
Initial human capital
0.20 (0.49)
0.11 (0.27)
0.39 (0.83)
0.32 (0.69)
Add Openness
Initial Openness
0.00 (0.34)
0.00 (0.77)
0.00 (0.64)
0.00 (0.66)
Add Other Export Structure
Initial Diversification
-1.65 (-1.66)
-1.09 (-1.17)
-0.56 (-0.61)
Initial Upstreamness
0.54 (2.00)**
0.52 (1.71)
0.53 (1.81)
Add Geography
Landlocked
-1.04 (-2.16)**
-1.12 (-2.44)**
Area
0.04 (0.46)
0.03 (0.29)
Distance from the equator
-0.66 (-0.43)
-0.93 (-0.62)
Remoteness
-1.23 (-1.02)
-1.36 (-1.13)
9 region fixed effects
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Number of obs
84
84
82
82
R2
0.42
0.45
0.49
0.50
Notes: The dependent variable is the average annual log change in GDP per capita in country c over the period
1985-2010, (log yc,t − log yc,0 )/t. t-statistics are calculated based on robust clustered standard errors. In Column
(1)-(2), knowledge applicability is measured by the export share weighted average of log(awi ) in country c. In Column
(3), knowledge applicability is measured by the share of export in top third sectors with highest log(awi ). ** and
*** indicates significance at 5 percent and 1 percent level. Diversification is measured using standard HerfindahlHirschman index for export structure. Landlock is a dummy variable which equals one if the country is enclosed by
land. Equator is the distance from the equator, and remoteness is measured as a weighted average of a country’s
bilateral distance to all other countries in the world, using countries’ population share as weights.

the amount of trade and institutions) on growth in the very long run (e.g. Hall and Jones, 1999;
Acemoglu et al. 2001, 2005; Dollar and Kraay, 2003; Rodrik et al. 2004). Column (3) adds
the standard geographic variables (i.e. Landlocked dummy, area, distance from the equator and
remoteness) into the growth regression and shows that these variables do not seem to enter in a
robustly significant way except for the landlocked dummy.
In Column (4), we replace the log(T A) variable with the alternative measure of knowledge
applicability associated with a country’s exports—P erc33—and re-estimate all the regressions.
Again, the coefficient on P erc33is positive and statistically significant. The magnitude of the
coefficient is also larger, almost 2.5. This implies that a 10 percent increase in P erc33 boosts
annual growth by 1/4 percent, which is substantial.
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4

Final Remarks

This paper provides a systematic analysis to investigate the relationship between the composition of knowledge and growth. There are two contributions. First, we incorporate heterogeneous
inter-sectoral knowledge linkages into a formal model of trade and endogenous growth. The model
provides a theoretical interpretation of how exogenous trade costs can account for differences in
countries’ composition of knowledge accumulation, which in turn impacts growth through its implication of knowledge spillovers. Traditionally, lower trade costs increase growth by granting firms
a larger market and higher incentive to innovate. We describe in this paper that lower trade costs
are also associated with “composition effect”, in that it encourages countries to allocate more R&D
resources towards highly knowledge-applicable sectors, which provide ample knowledge spillovers
and growth opportunities to the rest of the economy. Second, using cross-sector patent citation
data, we propose an measure of knowledge applicability for each specific sector and use this measure to describe the applicability of knowledge a country possesses. We then document empirical
observations that are broadly consistent with the predictions of the model.
The mechanism highlighted in our model implies that knowledge specialization can be another
source of economic prosperity. The natural questions to ask are: How do countries increase the
amount of applicable knowledge? What are potential barriers to this process? Can policy changes
such as trade liberalization help to improve the knowledge structure of the economy? The preceding
theoretical analysis in Section 2.6 is well-suited to answer some of the questions. In particular it
can trace the equilibrium outcome of an economy undergoing a change in trade costs resulting
either from reductions in real cost levels or from multilateral agreements to reduce tariffs (changes
in τ ) or non-tariff barriers to trade (changes in exchange rate captured by relative wage w in the
model). The main impact of lower trade barriers—besides leading to more exposure to trade as
in conventional trade models—is an increase in aggregate innovation productivity generated by a
reallocation of R&D resources towards sectors with higher knowledge applicability. Our empirical
studies, however, focus on exploring how geography-induced technology specialization affects a
country’s subsequent growth. Thus, it does not directly examine whether countries with lower
policy-induced barriers grow more quickly. More empirical studies in this direction will be helpful
in providing a vigorous answer to these questions.
Moreover, it is worth pointing out that to keep the discussion focused on the composition of
knowledge rather than the diversification of knowledge, we have assumed that the total number of
sectors in which a country innovates and produces is constant and fixed in the model. Intuitively,
a country producing in a larger range of sectors can internalize more inter-sectoral knowledge
spillovers and can thus enjoy more growth opportunities.Our example with a star-shaped knowledge
26

diffusion network implies that a country with a higher degree of diversification would specialize
more in highly applicable knowledge, since the model predicts that R&D resources are allocated
according to sectoral knowledge value. In practice, the ability of a country to diversify and move
into new sectors depends on its existing knowledge structure and other country characteristics.
This dynamic entry decision is absent in our model, but can be explored once allowing for sectoral
entry barriers. This kind of extension can provide valuable insights, as policy interventions can
affect the fixed cost of doing business (i.e. license, regulation fees). This could be a promising
venue for future research.
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A

The Firm’s Optimal R&D Decision and General Equilibrium Conditions

We solve the firm’s R&D decision in the Balanced Growth Path (BGP) equilibrium. We adopt the
guess-and-verify method to solve the all-sector firm’s problem. Guess that the value of a firm is a
linear combination of its accessible knowledge capital in all the sectors:
!
K
j
X
j zt
V (zt ) =
vt j .
nt
j=1
Substituting it back to the Bellman equation (8), we get
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Substituting the optimal R&D in (23) back to (22), we get:
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Comparing the coefficients of ztj on both sides, we have
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The transversality condition takes the form
lim

T →∞

T
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= 0, ∀i.
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In a stationary BGP equilibrium, the sectoral knowledge values and the application value of
knowledge j to i are all constant, i.e. vti = v i , uit = ui , (to be proved later). Now we get:
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To simplify the notations, define the value of sector-j knowledge in contributing to innovations in
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sector i for the representative firm as
ω ij =

 1
1 − α njt
Aij αρit v i 1−α
i
α nt

Substituting it back, we have
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and given that firms are identical with measure one
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To prove that ρjt , vtj , ujt , ωtij are all constant, we first need to show that the innovation rates
across sectors are the same on the BGP; therefore, we need to show
The evolution of the number of varieties in sector i is given by:
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The innovation rate (the growth rate of varieties) in sector i is gti = nit+1 /nit − 1. Rearranging the
terms, we have
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On the BGP, the number of goods in every sector grows at the same speed, because inter-sector
knowledge spillovers keep all sectors on the same track. To see tihs, suppose sector i had been
growing more slowly than other sectors for a lengthy period, its number of varieties would be
extremely small relative to other sectors. As long as ∃j, such that Aij > 0, for ∀i, (25) implies that
the cross-sector knowledge spillovers would increase gti tremendously through a large ratio njt /nit
until gti is the same as the innovation rates in other sectors. And vice versa for sectors starting
with a faster growth rate. Therefore, in the BGP equilibrium, g i = g j = g, and the distribution of
i
ni
the sector is stable and rank-preserving. Therefore, jt = nnj , ∀t, and i, j = 1, 2, ..., K.
ρjt

ωtij

nt

This result implies that
= β/g ≡ ρ and
≡ ω ij are both constants, consistent with our
original guess. Therefore, we have (9), (10) and (12). Now we can verify our previous guess that
the all-sector firm’s value is a linear constant-coefficient combination of its knowledge in all sectors.
Re-arranging (18) implies the common innovation rate as
K
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X ω ij
1
.
(1 − α)ρ
vi
j=1
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(26)

Based on (9), we can rewrite the equation above as
PK PK
ij
1−ρ
j=1 ω
i=1
,
g=
PK i PK PK
(1 − α)ρ i=1 π + i=1 j=1 ω ij

(27)

Substituting out ρ = β/g leads to (27). After rearranging
the terms, we get (18).
PK
ij
i
The sectoral research effort is given by: R = j=1 R . Substitute the optimal R&D expenditure (12) and (18) into the equation, we have
Ri = αρgv i .
Therefore, we get (16): Ri /Rj = v i /v j (Proposition 1).

B

Solving the Model: Collated GE Conditions

The model specified previously offers closed-form solutions at the BGP equilibrium. This section
provides the collated list of equilibrium conditions that are used to compute the model economy
in Section 2.6. Given the parameter values {β, α, σ, (si )1×K , (Aij )K×K , L, L∗ , τ, τ ∗ , φ, φ∗ }, we solve
for 3(K + 1) number of unknowns: (v i )K×1 , (π i )K×1 , (ni /ni∗ )K×1 , M , g and w/w∗ in the general
equilibrium. They are determined by the exact same numbers of equations, including K numbers
of equations determining the per-firm knowledge value in each sector,
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where ρ = β/g, and K equations specifying the sectoral aggregate profit, based on (5) and (??):
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K number of equations on aggregate growth rate, based on (10) and (26):
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and three aggregate equilibrium conditions specifying the balance of trade condition:
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the labor market clearing condition:
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and the free entry condition:
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